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The cruel origins of freedom 
Have longed the notion to die 
This door will allow evolution of sins 
Bringing new way 
The rebirth is the year of compeletion 
As we slowly awaken from slumber 
As we slowly awaken from slumber 
The men break this and the spirit ends 
Can't arise 
While the gift is hard to get acclaimed 
Can't arise 
No rules are restraints on our new planet 
Can't arise 
While the ancient future is reclaimed 
Can't arise 
No rules are restraints on our new planet 
Can't arise 
While the ancient future is reclaimed 
Can't arise 
Its all there for the eyes that can see 
The blind ones will always suffer in secrecy 
Praise the omen oh what lives have (perished/purged) 

And have been true to us 
The cruel origins of freedom 
Have longed the notion to die 
This door will allow evoloution of sins 
Bringing new way 
The rebirth is the year of completion 
As we slowly awaken from slumber 
Till we see the light that shines in darkness 
The light that shines forever more 
Forever more 
Be the broke or the breaker 
Be the giver or the undertaker 
Unlock and open the door 
Be the healer or the breaker 
The keys are in your hands 
Realize you are the source of all creation 
Of your own master plan 
Be the broke or the breaker 
Be the giver or the undertaker 
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Unlock and open the door 
Be the healer or the breaker 
The keys are in your hands 
Realize you are the source of all creation 
Of your own master plan
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